
Beauty 581 

Chapter 581 Aren't You Afraid Of Being Insulted By Others 

Fang Guanting was the oldest of four women. She's 28 years old, unmarried, without a boyfriend, and 

was considered a B-list actress. Of the four, besides Qin Yu, she was the most famous. 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan were both young flowers, aged twenty-four or twenty-five, and they had been in 

this circle for a while. They had been around Qin Yu, but their popularity was far lower than Qin Yu's. 

Zhuan Bi had always regarded Qin Yu as an opponent. She felt that the only reason she was not as great 

as Qin Yu was that she was not from the wealthy Qin Family and had the strong support of Han Yuanjun. 

Therefore, she secretly looked down on Qin Yu. 

She felt that everything Qin Yu had today was due to her family and not her own abilities. 

Liao Nuan was a little better. Yes, in her heart she looked down on Qin Yu too, but she never said it out 

aloud. On the surface, she also pretended to have a good relationship with Qin Yu and tried to get her 

good side. 

Qin Yu knew that besides Fang Guanting, the other two did not like her. So she only pretended to be 

good to them on the outside. After greeting Fang Guanting, Qin Yu sat down in her seat and let the 

makeup artist do her makeup. 

The makeup artist was Xia Xiaolian, and she had now become Qin Yu's personal makeup artist. She had 

arrived a day earlier. 

When Xia Xiaolian saw Qin Yu sitting, she opened her makeup container and winked at her. "Ignore 

them. They are indeed like this, always looking down on others." 

Qin Yu pursed her lips disapprovingly. 

After the makeup artist finished with Fang Guanting's lip gloss, Fang Guanting turned to Qin Yu and 

smiled. "Qin Yu, I didn't think you would be here too. If I had known in advance, I would have come here 

with you." 

Fang Guanting was an artist of the Han Group and had a good relationship with Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu was about to say something when Zhuan Bi snorted coldly. "Aiya, Sister Fang. Qin Yu is in high 

demand now and is a perfect celebrity. Why would she want to come with us, lowly celebrities? Don't 

be silly, flattery doesn't suit you at all." 

The sour taste in Zhuan Bi's mouth grew stronger when she thought about Qin Yu being nominated for 

the Best Actress Award. "Besides, aren't you afraid of being insulted by others when you are seen 

together with her?" 

Qin Yu's face immediately darkened as she sneered, "You acted as if you never flattered me in order to 

get touch by my popularity. Who was crying and screaming to take a picture with me when we went to 

the festival? Wasn't it you or don't tell me she's a ghost?" 

Fang Guanting was a little embarrassed at first, but after hearing Qin Yu's words, she laughed out loud. 



Zhuan Bi's face stiffened and she reflexively turned to glare at Qin Yu. The makeup artist was drawing 

her eyebrows, and this action of her caused the eyebrow pencil to fly up and draw a long eyebrow on 

her forehead. 

Zhuan Bi angrily pushed the makeup artist away from her. She lifted the mirror to look at her face, 

looked at the damage, and cursed. "Do you even know how to put on makeup?" 

The makeup artist didn't dare to say anything and could only apologize. "Sister Zhuan, I'm sorry. I'll help 

you fix it after I wipe it off." 

"Go away!" Zhuan Bi pushed the makeup artist away and angrily said, "Director, I want to change my 

makeup artist!" 

The Assistant Director sat in the back and watched everything that was happening. Seeing how 

unyielding Zhuan Bi was, she first tried to persuade her in a good way. "Zhuan Bi, the program team has 

prepared a makeup artist for each guest. You can't just change it just because you wanted to." 

"I don't care!" Zhuan Bi suddenly stood up and pointed at her eyebrows, then said to the Assistant 

Director. "Look at my eyebrows, what do they look like? How can you hire such an untalented makeup 

artist!" 

The Assistant Director's expression immediately darkened as she said expressionlessly, "Just now, it was 

clear that you were the one to be blamed. She was drawing your eyebrows, but you moved around 

recklessly. You can't blame her, why don't you sit down and let her fix your eyebrows?" 

Fang Guanting kindly advised Zhuan Bi. "Zhuan Bi, it's almost the recording time. Why don't you give her 

another chance?" 

Zhuan Bi exploded on the spot like a firecracker. "Why do I have to give her a chance? If I make a 

mistake during the audition, who will give me another chance? Impossible, I want to change my makeup 

artist!" 𝐍𝑶𝐯𝑒𝓁𝓤𝔰𝒷.𝒸𝑜𝐦 

Qin Yu can't bear to watch it anymore. She waved her hand at Xia Xiaolian, hinting at her to stop, and 

then turned to Zhuan Bi. "What's wrong with you? Her mistake isn't that big. Everyone can clearly see 

that you're the one who started it, why are you keep blaming her?" 

Zhuan Bi looked at Qin Yu with her arms folded in front of her chest and she laughed mockingly. "You're 

a super celebrity. You can't be compared to us, and you even have your own makeup artist, so what do 

you know about this?" 

Qin Yu raised her eyebrow. "Think for yourself. Why do you always stay in the C-list rankings and can't 

even move up to the B-list rankings?" 

With such a bad temper, who knows how many people Zhuan Bi had offended! 

In the entertainment circle, it was usually the younger generation that greeted the seniors first. When 

Qin Yu came in, she greeted all the seniors politely, but other than Fang Guanting, no one actually paid 

attention to her. 

A person's character could be seen at a glance, so why was Fang Guanting able to get into the B-list 

rankings, but neither Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan? 



Think about it yourself. 

Zhuan Bi was so angry that her face turned green. Even the thick foundation couldn't cover up her ugly 

expression. She gritted her teeth and glared at Qin Yu, unable to utter a single word. 

Chapter 582 Mysterious Male Guest 

Qin Yu couldn't be bothered about Zhuan Bi anymore. She looked ahead and asked Xia Xiaolian to 

continue her job. 

The Assistant Director said impatiently from the side. "Zhuan Bi, don't play around anymore. The 

recording is about to start, hurry up and finish your makeup." 

"I won't!" Zhuan Bi was so angry that her face started contorted. When she looked at Xia Xiaolian who 

was putting on makeup for Qin Yu, she suddenly laughed. "You don't need to find me another makeup 

artist. Didn't Qin Yu keep saying my makeup artist didn't do anything wrong, so let her swap Xia Xiaolian 

with mine. Let Xia Xiaolian do my makeup and let my makeup artist do Qin Yu's makeup." 

Xia Xiaolian's hand suddenly stopped. She looked at Qin Yu with eyes filled with annoyance. 

Qin Yu also felt that this Zhuan Bi was a shrewd woman. She'd actually set a trap for Qin Yu from the 

very beginning! 

Zhuan Bi really could find excuses to rob Qin Yu's people openly. It was as if she would have more faces 

if she could do that in front of everyone. 

"Having a face is a good thing, but don't let it get too big. If it gets that big, you won't be able to hide all 

of your shameful deeds. It would be a shame if that happened." Qin Yu retorted without any trace of 

politeness. 

But Zhuan Bi wasn't angry. She glanced at her makeup artist and smiled proudly. "See, even Qin Yu 

doesn't want you. What level are you at? Whether you're good or not, don't you know it in your heart?" 

The most awkward person in this room was this makeup artist. Obviously, she had done nothing wrong 

and yet Zhuan Bi treated her like nothing. 

The makeup artist that Qin Yu had personally brought, why did she want to swap? 

This was something that every makeup artist understood in their heart. Zhuan Bi was the one who 

deliberately got into trouble with Qin Yu. 

Fang Guanting's temperament was really good. Seeing that the situation was still at a standstill, she said, 

"I'm almost done with my makeup. Let my makeup artist do it for you." 

"No, thank you!" Zhuan Bi didn't look at Fang Guanting at all as she continued to stare at Qin Yu 

provocatively. "I want Xia Xiaolian or I won't do this recording!" 

The Assistant Director was really angry right now. She suddenly stood up and looked at Zhuan Bi with a 

dark face. "Zhuan Bi, have you thought this through? Are you sure you don't want to do the recording?" 

Zhuan Bi snorted indifferently. "Yes, I don't believe you can find a replacement for me now." 



The program team contacted the guests half a month ago. If they replaced the guests at the last minute, 

they wouldn't be able to find anyone to replace them. Zhuan Bi said this bravely because she knew the 

program team couldn't find anyone to replace her. 

The Assistant Director was angered to the point of laughing. "Yes, we can't possibly find your 

replacement, but remember, you've already signed the contract, and if you don't do your job until the 

end, you're breaking the contract. Since you don't want to put on makeup, that's fine, you can go 

directly with this state and see who will be the one to lose face when the time comes!" 

With that, the Assistant Director called out to the makeup artist. "Yao Jian, since she doesn't want you 

to do her makeup, then don't help her. Pack up and go to the main hall to relax." 

After Qin Yu heard this, she burst out laughing, in a bad way. Even Xia Xiaolian laughed with her. 

This Zhuan Bi deserved it! 

Now that she had been tricked by the Assistant Director, she must be in shock. 

Indeed, Zhuan Bi was shocked, and the next moment, she panicked. The other three female guests all 

looked stunning, and even if she wore beautiful makeup, she still couldn't defeat them, let alone show 

everyone this horrible appearance of hers. 

Then won't she be insulted by the audience? 

Zhuan Bi quickly pulled Yao Jian's hand and smiled wryly at the Assistant Director. "Aiya, I was just 

joking, why did you take it so seriously? I just thought the atmosphere was too depressing, so I decided 

to make it more lively. Come on, Jian. Please do my makeup." 

The Assistant Director sneered and sat back down without a word. 

Wanting to fight against her, heh! 

There's no celebrity she can't control! 

With that, Zhuan Bi had become quiet. She didn't bother to cause trouble like before. 

Xia Xiaolian had done Qin Yu's makeup many times before, so she was already familiar with Qin Yu's skin 

and facial shape. Although Qin Yu arrived late, her makeup was done quickly. 

Zhuan Bi saw the makeup on Qin Yu's face and became a little unhappy. She gave Yao Jian a sharp look, 

pulled Liao Nuan's hand, and walked out. 

Qin Yu had already gotten used to Zhuan Bi's morals. She patted Yao Jian's shoulder and reassured her. 

"Ignore her. Actually, your makeup is pretty good. Her own face looks like that. It's not your fault." 

"Hahaha ..." Xia Xiaolian immediately laughed, and even Yao Jian's feelings improved. "Sister Qin, thank 

you." 

"What are you thanking me for?" Qin Yu put Xia Xiaolian's hand on Yao Jian's hand. "Your skills are good, 

you just lack a chance. You and Xiaolian have a good relationship, maybe she can help you in the future." 



In addition to doing makeup for Qin Yu, Xia Xiaolian will also receive invitations from many production 

teams and programs. For example, when Qin Yu participated in a program or filming, Xia Xiaolian had to 

follow her and had to decline all other invitations. At such a time, Xia Xiaolian can really introduce the 

makeup artist she knows to the film crew. 

Yao Jian looked at Qin Yu gratefully and pulled Xia Xiaolian to sit with her. They both actually started 

chatting and laughing. 

When the female guests arrived at the filming location, the male guests were already waiting there. Qin 

Yu saw three male guests and immediately asked Shi Jingguo curiously, "Director Shi, there are four 

female guests here, why are there only three male guests? Are you going to ask the four of us to fight 

over these three men?" 

Hearing this, Goo Shengli quickly came over and grabbed Qin Yu's hand. "Qin Yu, don't worry, you don't 

have to fight. I'll choose you. I promise I won't let you be alone." 

Qin Yu pursed her lips and shook Goo Shengli's hand disdainfully. "I thank you, but the whole world 

knows that you and I are like siblings, even if we pretend to be lovers." 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan were watching with reddened eyes. Of the three male guests, Goo Shengli was 

the one who had strong support. If they could pair up with him, it would hype up their social status and 

cause a scandal. 

Who would have thought that Qin Yu would snatch this chance away from them so easily! 

At this moment, Shi Jingguo took out a megaphone and said, "Our program is a combination of men and 

women. Of course, it is impossible for men and women not to coordinate. Now, we would like to 

announce that we actually have a mysterious male guest!" 

Everyone was dumbfounded. What had happened? 

A mysterious male guest? 𝒩𝒪𝑣𝑒𝓵𝑢𝑠𝐛.𝐂𝔬𝚖 

Goo Shengli looked at the other two male stars beside him. He crossed his arms and smiled wickedly. 

"Who is he? And where is he? Come out and let us see how mysterious he is!" 

As soon as he finished his sentence, a tall, straight man dressed in a suit stepped out from behind the 

staff. All the male and female guests present looked at him, and with just one glance, the male guests' 

scalps went numb. Fang Guanting, on the other hand, widened her eyes in shock. 

Meanwhile, Qin Yu was completely stunned. Her whole body seemed to have been struck by lightning as 

she stood there stiffly. 

Goo Shengli was so annoyed and quickly protested to Shi Jingguo. "Director Shi, did you get it wrong? 

Didn't you say that the invited guests were all celebrities? This Liang Jiahao, is he a star? Can you not 

make an international joke like this with us?" 

Shi Jingguo laughed while holding the megaphone. "Hur Hur ... In terms of looks, in terms of figure, no 

matter what angle you look at it from, President Liang will not lose to any male star. It's our honor to be 

able to invite him to join our program team." 



Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan were the first to clap. Their eyes lit up as they looked at Liang Jiahao as if they 

wanted to devour him. 

Goo Shengli was only joking as he tried to lighten up the atmosphere of the show. After Shi Jingguo 

finished his speech, he raised his hand and applauded with all his might. 

Fang Guanting and the other two male guests also began to clap. Only Qin Yu stood there by herself, 

looking at the man who was walking toward her in a daze. 

𝒏𝞸𝒱𝞮𝒍𝑢𝑆𝒷.𝑐𝔬𝕞 

Chapter 583 Weightlifting 

Liang Jiahao stood in front of Qin Yu. Seeing her looking at him like a fool, he laughed. "What, you don't 

want me to come?" 

Qin Yu blinked and turned to the side, unable to accept it. She looked at Shi Jingguo and asked, "Director 

Shi, are you sure he is the male guest?" 

Shi Jingguo nodded. "Yes, President Liang is our special male guest." 

Qin Yu: "..." 

Great! 

It turned out that Liang Jiahao had lied to her from the beginning when he said he would accompany her 

to record the program! 

He was clearly a male guest, but he did not talk about it. On the way here, he had treated her like a fool. 

Qin Yu was so worried that he would be angry with her after he found out the nature of the program. 

In the end, this person deliberately saw it as a joke and deliberately deceived her feelings! 

"Humph!" Qin Yu turned her head to the side, clearly angry. "Welcome, welcome!" 

Liang Jiahao looked at her expression and frowned slightly. Was this a welcome greeting? 

No matter how he looked at Qin Yu, she seemed to dislike him and even be angry with him. 

Other than Shi Jingguo, who went to pick them up, no one else knew about Qin Yu's relationship with 

Liang Jiahao, not even Goo Shengli. 

Goo Shengli watched the two of them interact with each other. He raised his hand to rub his nose and 

timidly asked, "Qin Yu, do you want to team up with me?" 

Hearing this, the corner of Qin Yu's mouth curled upwards in satisfaction. Just as she was about to say 

goodbye to Liang Jiahao, she saw his sharp eyes darting towards Goo Shengli. 

Goo Shengli's eyes widened as he immediately looked away and walked toward Fang Guanting. 

Qin Yu went mad with rage. "Goo Shengli, look how cowardly you are!" 

As Goo Shengli walked toward Fang Guanting, he hesitantly said to Qin Yu, "Aren't you afraid of him 

too?" 



Qin Yu: "...." 

How dare you! 

At this moment, Shi Jingguo said through a megaphone. "Please get ready, male and female guests. We 

will now hold a first-round competition. In this round, the male guest who first crossed the obstacle 

course with a rose in his hand will have priority in choosing the female guest he wants." 

"What?" Qin Yu asked in surprise, "Does that mean the female guests have no right to refuse?" 

Shi Jingguo laughed wickedly. "The obstacle course is very difficult. If they want to form a team with 

their favorite female guest, they must pass the obstacles as fast as possible. Otherwise, they can only 

cry." 

Goo Shengli roared, pointed at Shi Jingguo, and said, "Director Shi, you're really bad!" 

"That's right!" The other male guest, Ma Zhihao, also said in annoyance. "Doesn't this force us to kill 

each other?" 

Shi Jingguo smiled without saying a word and let the staff lead them to the arena. 

When Goo Shengli and the others saw the tall ladder over the wall and the long bridge, they all cried in 

sorrow. "Oh my God! Director Shi, you really want to kill us!" 

When Zeng Zhenkang arrived at the lowest part of the barrier, which was made out of a net, he looked 

like he was about to cry. "Director Shi, are you sure we can get through this? Isn't it too narrow? I 

suspect that even if I lie down with my chest on the ground, I won't be able to dig my way in!" 

When Ma Zhihao and Goo Shengli heard this, they ran over and tried to crawl forward. They just 

happened to be able to get in. However, after they got in, other than crawling forward, they couldn't 

even raise their heads. 

It was so narrow that they couldn't even stand on two legs. Goo Shengli then tried to climb the ladder 

and was only able to climb two steps before he fell. "Aiyo, my butt..." 

His stupid look was not for the show at all. Previously, many staff members had climbed up to test it. It's 

so hard to keep your balance. 

When the staff and female guests saw Goo Shengli's miserable state, they couldn't help but laugh. 

Goo Shengli touched his butt and rose from the ground. Seeing Liang Jiahao standing next to Qin Yu, he 

gritted his teeth and said provocatively, "Brother Liang, we are all here exploring the enemy's territory. 

Why are you standing there watching us like a fool? You can't just watch, hurry up and make a fool of 

yourself too." 

When Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang heard this, they felt that Goo Shengli's words were reasonable. 

They were the only ones who made fools of themselves, while Liang Jiahao stood there laughing. 

"That's right, Brother Liang, you must join us. Don't worry about making a fool of yourself. Even if they 

laugh at you, we're on the same side. We definitely won't laugh at you." Zeng Zhenkang snickered. 

Ma Zhihao also joined in the commotion. "Do it, Brother Liang. Do it!" 



Just as he finished speaking, the female guests and staff shouted in unison. "Do it! Do it! Do it!" 

Qin Yu had seen Liang Jiahao fight before, but she had never seen him make a fool of himself! 

Liang Jiahao looked at the staff and finally turned to Qin Yu. When he saw Qin Yu's happy expression, he 

knew that the little girl was no longer angry with him and her mood had improved. 

Liang Jiahao cracked his shoulders and reached for his suit button as he walked toward the male guests. 

"Alright, since everyone wants to see it, I'll grant your wish." 

Since it was an outdoor event, Goo Shengli and the others were all dressed casually, except Liang Jiahao. 

Everyone thought he would take off his suit, but who knew he was actually putting it on so orderly. 

Goo Shengli immediately lost his composure. "Brother Liang, don't tell me you want to wear a suit while 

doing this obstacle?" 

Liang Jiahao raised his eyebrow. "Why not?" 

When Shi Jingguo saw Liang Jiahao walking to the ladder, he quickly said, "President Liang, let's start 

weightlifting first." 

"What?" Zeng Zhenkang cried out in pain. "Director Shi, you still want us to do weightlifting?" 

When they first entered the arena, they saw the fitness equipment on display. However, they thought 

that the equipment was just for decoration. No one would have thought that weightlifting was also part 

of a barrier competition. Besides, it's only the first round! 

Goo Shengli and the others immediately ran and asked the staff member next to them, "How many 

kilograms of plates is this?" 

The staff member replied, "50 kg." 

Goo Shengli: "...." 

Ma Zhihao: "...." 

Zeng Zhenkang: "...." 

Did Shi Jingguo even want them to live? He came here with 50 kg of barbell! 

The staff saw the dissatisfaction on their faces and smiled. "Well, the range is from 50 to 80 kg. You can 

judge your own abilities and choose the weight wisely. The higher you can lift, the more advantages 

you'll have later. The prerequisite is that you have to lift it." 

"Awooo....I can't do it!" Ma Zhihao's face was full of resistance. "Can I go with 30 kg?" 

The staff looked at him with an expression that said, "What do you think?" 

Ma Zhihao took a deep breath. "Then I'll try 50 kg first." 

He squatted down, held the handle with both hands, and lifted it up with all his might. His face was red, 

but the barbell didn't move an inch. 



Zeng Zhenkang looked at him for a moment and asked in confusion, "Zhihao, are you sure you use a lot 

of strength?" 

Ma Zhihao: "...." 

F*ck, he even used all his strength! 

What was he supposed to do if he couldn't lift it? 

The female guests and the staff on the side all laughed out loud. Some even held their stomachs. 

Zeng Zhenkang patted Ma Zhihao's shoulder. "Let me try it. Why do you think I haven't shown any 

strength yet?" 

Ma Zhihao gritted his teeth in frustration. He stood up from the barbell and moved out of the way. 

"Since you're too great, then do it!" 

Zeng Zhenkang grunted proudly. He squatted down, held the handle with both hands, and lifted it up 

confidently. 

Lift, lift, lift... Not move. 

"Hiarghhh!" Zeng Zhenkang gritted his teeth so hard that his teeth were almost broken, while the 

barbell only went up just a little. Then he fell to the ground like a deflated balloon. 

Zeng Zhenkang's arm muscles hurt so much. With his head drenched in sweat, he stood up and shook 

his head loudly. "I can't do it. This is really my limit." 

Goo Shengli was the smartest and he didn't waste his energy before the fight began. Seeing Liang Jiahao 

standing on the sidelines, neither taking the initiative nor commenting on the others, he hurriedly 

sneered. "Brother Liang, come and try." 

Liang Jiahao smiled. "You go first." 

"That won't do. I've already tried everything before. You go first." After saying this, Goo Shengli turned 

to the staff beside him. "Brother Liang is an amazing person. Come on, increase the weight to 80 kg." 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang were both embarrassed just now, so when they heard Goo Shengli's 

words, they also joined in and asked the staff to change the weight to 80 kg. 

They now needed Liang Jiahao to make a fool of himself to comfort their broken hearts. 

The staff looked at Liang Jiahao hesitantly. After all, 80 kg was not a small amount. Normal people would 

not be able to lift it. 

Liang Jiahao took off his tie. With a faint smile, he said, "Alright, then I will try 80 kg." 

Chapter 584 He Also Wants To Choose The Female Guest He Likes 

𝒏𝞸𝒱𝞮𝒍𝑢𝑆𝒷.𝑐𝔬𝕞 

Qin Yu was shocked and quickly ran to persuade Liang Jiahao. "Are you crazy? That's 80 kg! That's too 

heavy for you!" 



Liang Jiahao put his tie on Qin Yu's hand earnestly. "Don't worry, I just treat it as a play." 

Qin Yu: "..." 

A play... 

Is this the way you played? 

You must be tired of living! 

Qin Yu looked sharply at Goo Shengli. Goo Shengli immediately looked away and whistled. He didn't 

dare to see Qin Yu's angry expression. 

The other female guests also ran over. Zhuan Bi looked at the tie in Qin Yu's hand with jealousy and 

pretended to be worried. "Brother Liang, you don't need to mind about them. You just need to lift 50 kg. 

After all, they couldn't even manage to do that." 

"Exactly." Liao Nuan followed up. "They can't lift it themselves, so they want to see you make a fool of 

yourself by lifting it to 80 kg. Don't mind them, lifting 50 kg is already very impressive!" 

Liang Jiahao ignored them and squatted in front of the barbell. The staff behind him said, "Are you 

ready?" 

Liang Jiahao nodded. He reached for the handle, but just as he was about to lift it, Zhuan Bi suddenly 

spoke, "Brother Liang, do you want to take off your suit? It's not easy to lift with a suit on." 

Liang Jiahao frowned impatiently. Zhuan Bi pretended not to notice the impatience on Liang Jiahao's 

face and reached out to help Liang Jiahao take off his suit. 

Liang Jiahao pushed her away with one hand and said in a deep voice, "Please don't disturb me." 

These women perhaps knew that Liang Jiahao was the CEO of China Securities Bank, so they wanted to 

use this opportunity to approach him and hug his thighs. Having Liang Jiahao as a backer was the same 

as having a great king behind them. In addition, Liang Zixuan and the entire Han Group supported them. 

Their thoughts were simply too beautiful. They're too shameless! 

Ever since Liang Jiahao had appeared, Goo Shengli always felt that there was something between Liang 

Jiahao and Qin Yu. By this time, he had already decided to defend Liang Jiahao and Qin Yu's relationship 

wholeheartedly against annoying bees. 

Goo Shengli pushed Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan away with his body, blocking them from getting close to 

Liang Jiahao. Then he said, "Brother Liang, I will help you with the noise. You should concentrate on 

lifting the barbell." 

As soon as Goo Shengli finished speaking, Liang Jiahao held the handle with both hands and pulled it to 

the center. With a loud "shua", the barbell was lifted above his head. 

Everyone present was stunned by this scene. For a long time, no one was able to react. 

Liang Jiahao remained in the same position for ten seconds before setting the barbell down. Then he 

took a deep breath and lifted the barbell again with a "hiss". He repeated this movement a few times. 



Everyone: "...." 

Was it really that easy? 

Zhuan Bi was the first to respond, clapping and shouting. "Wow, Brother Liang, you're so great!" 

Liao Nuan responded shortly after, clapping along. "Really great!" 

Seeing how relaxed Liang Jiahao was, Zeng Zhenkang couldn't calm down anymore. He asked the staff 

next to him, "Are you sure it's 80 kg plates and not 20 kg plates?" 

Staff: "..." 

Doubt his professionalism? 

The staff member said with a faint smile. "If you don't believe me, you can try." 

"I don't believe it's 80 kg. Let me try it!" Zeng Zhenkang rolled up his non-existent sleeves. When Liang 

Jiahao stood up, Zeng Zhenkang squatted in front of the barbell and held the handle with both hands. 

He wanted to lift it as easily as Liang Jiahao. 

In the end, the barbell wasn't even lifted no matter how much strength he used. 

Zeng Zhenkang coughed awkwardly. "Wait a moment, let me take a deep breath." 

Goo Shengli, who was standing at the side, laughed. "Take your time, we'll be waiting." 

Zeng Zhenkang took ten deep breaths consecutively and then forcefully lifted the barbell above his 

head. "Hiarghhh!" 

The barbell didn't move an inch at all and in the end, Zeng Zhenkang heard the 'prittttt' sound. 

"Hahaha" 

Everyone laughed and backed away in disgust. Ma Zhihao covered his nose and scolded, "Zeng 

Zhenkang, are you for real? I can't hold my breath right now, how stinky!" 

Zeng Zhenkang stood up with a pained face and looked at Liang Jiahao, feeling all wronged. "Brother 

Liang, why are you so relaxed? I've lost face too many times now. How can you lift this barbell so 

easily?" 

Liang Jiahao said seriously, "I've never lifted a barbell weighing less than 100 kg before." 

Everyone: "..." 

Shi Jingguo and the Assistant Director on the side almost cried when they heard this. 

Because they knew that Liang Jiahao would take part in the show, they'd specially designed this 

segment. They wanted to make it difficult for Liang Jiahao and make the show more interesting but in 

the end... 

It seemed that they'd really underestimated Liang Jiahao's power! 



Shi Jingguo raised his megaphone. "Since time is limited, let's try again, one by one. Now the 

competition officially begins." 

Goo Shengli, Ma Zhihao, and Zeng Zhenkang immediately howled in grief. "Director Shi, this isn't fair! 

How can you ask us to do weightlifting? This task is child's play for Brother Liang. You are clearly biased!" 

Shi Jingguo: "...." 

What could he do? 

Originally, 50 kg was provided for them and 80 kg was for Liang Jiahao. Who'd have thought that Liang 

Jiahao would play around with it so relaxedly? If Goo Shengli and the others can't lift 50 kg, it's their 

fault. 

Goo Shengli pulled Liang Jiahao's hand and said, "Brother Liang, this won't work. How about this….After 

you are done with weightlifting, you stand by the side and wait for us until we finish. Then we'll go to 

the next obstacle together." 

Liang Jiahao: "...." 

Is there this kind of rule in the competition? 

Did the director say so? 

Zeng Zhenkang also said in an aggrieved manner. "Brother Liang, we also want to have a face. You can't 

leave us far behind in the first round. If that happens, then there will be nothing worth watching in the 

second round. You have to give us a chance to compete with you." 

Ma Zhihao nodded vigorously. "That's right, for this program to be fun, Brother Liang, you need to give 

us a face." 

Before Liang Jiahao could say anything, Zhuan Bi shouted. "Why should he go easy on you guys? Brother 

Liang also wants to choose the female guest he likes!" 

After that, Zhuan Bi looked at Liang Jiahao with a smile and asked shyly, "Brother Liang, don't you think 

so?" 

It was as if she was a hot topic herself, and the male guests were fighting over her, including Liang 

Jiahao. 

Liang Jiahao ignored her and glanced at Qin Yu. Then, he nodded like a gentleman. "Alright, I will do the 

weightlifting first. After that, I will wait for you guys there." 

Goo Shengli, Ma Zhihao, and Zeng Zhenkang immediately nodded their heads in delight. Goo Shengli 

even cast a smug glance at Zhuan Bi and said with a smile, "Who cares about your opinion!" 

Zhuan Bi was so depressed that her face scrunched up. She was afraid of being caught on camera, so she 

quickly recovered her previous smiling face. "Brother Liang is letting you guys win. What is there to be 

proud of? I'm afraid you guys will lose too miserably!" 



When Goo Shengli, Ma Zhihao, and Zeng Zhenkang heard this, they all had ugly expressions. They had 

never worked with Zhuan Bi before, so they had no objections toward her. Now, however, they were 

extremely annoyed with her. 

If you want to kiss Liang Jiahao's ass, then do it. Why do you have to drag us along?! 

Since the barbell weighed 80 kg, the staff let Liang Jiahao do the task first before replacing it with 50 kg. 

After lifting it up, Liang Jiahao went to Qin Yu's side and said with a mischievous smile. "The later 

obstacles might be very difficult. Don't forget to cheer me up." 

Qin Yu smirked. "If I cheer you on, can you win?" 

Goo Shengli, who'd been listening from the side, secretly poked a glance at Liang Jiahao and asked with 

a smile. "Brother Liang, when we compete in those obstacles later on, who do you think will win?" 

Liang Jiahao said expressionlessly without even thinking. "Me." 

Goo Shengli smiled mischievously and nudged Liang Jiahao's arm, saying in a low voice, "Brother Liang, 

don't be so confident. Let's make a bet. Whoever finished these obstacles first will get Qin Yu, and the 

loser is not allowed to be angry. So, do you dare to bet?" 

Liang Jiahao's gaze darkened as it landed on Goo Shengli's face. Goo Shengli immediately felt as if his 

face was being cut by a knife and he felt the burning pain. 

It's over. 

He was ready to submit again. 

"I-If you don't agree, I-I..." Just as Goo Shengli was about to admit his inferiority, Liang Jiahao suddenly 

said, "All right." 

"Really?" Goo Shengli was overjoyed. "Then we have a deal! Don't be angry when the time comes." 

Chapter 585 Confession 

While they were talking, Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang had already finished lifting the barbell with 

difficulty. Goo Shengli with his sharp eyes, ran away first without waiting for the three of them to 

gather. "Haha, I won't be waiting for all of you, Qin Yu is mine!" 

When Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang saw his satisfied face, they gritted their teeth in anger. "Goo 

Shengli, you're so shameless!" 

Goo Shengli made a face at them as he ran away. "Come and chase me ~ If you can catch me, I'll give Qin 

Yu to you!" 

Qin Yu was the most popular female guest among the four, so everyone wanted to team up with her 

and heated up the shipper. 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang rushed over gloomily, leaving Liang Jiahao standing there. 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan saw this and thought that he didn't want to fight for Qin Yu like the other three. 

They were very happy in their hearts and looked at Liang Jiahao with great joy on their faces. 



"Brother Liang, why didn't you go?" asked Zhuan Bi shyly with a smile. 

Liao Nuan couldn't calm down anymore. This was the most important part. This obstacle would decide 

which team they'd form. Besides, she wanted to show her presence in front of Liang Jiahao so that he 

would choose her. 

In any case, Qin Yu and Fang Guanting would be chosen first by the other three, so they really hoped 

that Liang Jiahao, who stayed behind, would choose them. 

"Brother Liang, don't worry about it. These obstacles are quite difficult, and it's even difficult for you to 

do it in your suit. Take your time, don't fight with them." As Liao Nuan spoke, she kept winking at Liang 

Jiahao. 

Liang Jiahao slowly unbuttoned his suit and threw it to the staff at the side. 

Then, without saying anything, he stepped forward and suddenly stormed over. 

His speed was too fast, just like a cheetah. Don't look at how Goo Shengli, Ma Zhihao, and Zeng 

Zhenkang ran out first, Liang Jiahao actually caught up with them in a few seconds and quickly overtook 

them. 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang just felt the wind blowing past them. They both looked at each other in 

shock. 

Ma Zhihao: "What was that?" 

Zeng Zhenkang: "I think Liang Jiahao just passed us." 

Ma Zhihao: "....." 

Goo Shengli was so confident and full of words. He did not think it was difficult to climb the ladder. 

When he reached the highest point, he felt dizzy and wanted to die. He looked down and suddenly did 

not dare to jump down for the next obstacle. 

Then everyone saw him crawl down little by little like a tortoise. 

Liang Jiahao ran to the ladder. He held the rope with both hands and climbed up with a whoosh. Then, 

with a flip, he jumped down from the wall. 

At this point, Goo Shengli was still moving at a tortoise's pace when he suddenly felt a rumbling sound 

on the ground. When he focused his eyes, he saw that Liang Jiahao had jumped down and become 

confused. Although he was afraid of heights, he gritted his teeth and had no choice but to let go of the 

rope in his hands and jump down to chase after Liang Jiahao. 

Liang Jiahao did not give Goo Shengli a chance, he immediately ran to the barrier made of net and 

crawled inside. He crawled forward with both hands as fast as a crocodile and passed through it. 

Liang Jiahao had already passed this obstacle and Goo Shengli only took two steps when he heard the 

female guests cheering for Liang Jiahao. He shouted angrily, "Brother Liang, what are you doing?! Why is 

this happening so fast?" 



Liang Jiahao ignored him and ran to the wooden bridge. Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan were so excited that 

their faces turned red when they saw how great he was. 

At first, because of Liang Jiahao's identity, they initially thought that if they had a relationship with him, 

they would be able to make contact with Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun. 

But later on, they were completely thrown off by the sight of Liang Jiahao lifting the barbell in his suit. 

And now, they were completely subdued by him! 

"Brother Liang, good luck! You can do it!" 

Qin Yu frowned when she heard their cheers for Liang Jiahao. Could it be that these two women had 

taken fancy to her man? 

Liang Jiahao stood on the bridge without any interruption. It was just a four-meter-long bridge, and he 

only took a few steps to cross it. He had very good balance and his body did not sway in the slightest. 

Finally, Liang Jiahao was the first to finish all the obstacles. He ran to the endpoint, picked up a rose, and 

walked toward the female guests. 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan's hearts were already beating like a drum. Seeing Liang Jiahao walking toward 

them, they both hurriedly made various poses so that he could give the rose to them. 

Fang Guanting stood beside Qin Yu and laughed softly. "Who do you think he will give the rose to?" 

Zhuan Bi laughed with contempt. "Why did you ask her? Their scandal is so big now, and Brother Liang 

needs to have less interaction with her to avoid suspicion." 

Liao Nuan nodded. "That's right! Brother Liang can't possibly give the rose to her." 

Besides, Liang Jiahao was not a celebrity, so he did not need anyone to bring him attention and 

popularity. He's just here to play, and he did not care who he would choose. 

Liang Jiahao, with a rose in his hand, was already walking and standing in front of the four of them. Qin 

Yu was in the middle, Fang Guanting was on her left, and Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan were on her right. 

Seeing Liang Jiahao walking toward her, Zhuan Bi quickly held out her hand to catch the rose. Her face 

was full of smiles. "I know you will choose me, Brother Liang!" 

Liao Nuan, who was standing on Zhuan Bi's right, was so angry that her face turned red. She bit her lip 

and looked unhappily at Zhuan Bi's hand as she (Zhuan Bi) tried to catch the rose. 

Who knew when Zhuan Bi had already held out her hand, the rose in Liang Jiahao's hand suddenly 

changed direction and stopped at Qin Yu. "Qin Yu, would you be my girlfriend?" Liang Jiahao handed the 

rose to her. 

Originally, Qin Yu had the same thoughts as Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan, thinking that Liang Jiahao would 

not choose her. That way, their scandal would be pushed to the side. 

She thought Liang Jiahao had come to join the show just to have fun. She did not think he would confess 

in front of the camera. 



Qin Yu stood there in a daze, looking at the rose Liang Jiahao had given her. She did not know how to 

react to it. 

Seeing that she did not say anything, Liang Jiahao suddenly knelt down in front of her and said, "I have 

been chasing you for a long time, you always said I was not sincere and never agreed to be my girlfriend. 

Now, I want to say in front of the whole country that I, Liang Jiahao, love you. I'm chasing you for the 

purpose of marriage, would you be my girlfriend?" 

All the staff at the scene went crazy and looked at Shi Jingguo. 

Heaven! 

Did this really happen and not a dream? 

Shi Jingguo clenched his hand into a fist and raised it to his mouth, coughing. "I'm sure this isn't the 

script I gave to President Liang. They are his own words from the bottom of his heart. He's really chasing 

Qin Yu." 

By this time, Goo Shengli had already run over with a rose. When he saw Liang Jiahao kneeling on the 

ground and pleading with Qin Yu, he walked over with a stunned expression. "Brother Liang, do I also 

have to be on my knees like you?" 

Liang Jiahao: "...." 

He just wanted to confess his love. 

Can everyone leave him alone?! 

Fang Guanting laughed as she pulled Goo Shengli away. "He proposed to Qin Yu, not for the effect of the 

show." 

"W-w-what?" Goo Shengli's eyes widened and he asked in disbelief, "Brother Liang, are you serious?" 

Liang Jiahao pursed his lips and asked indifferently, "Do I look fake to you?" 

"Haha ..." Goo Shengli smiled embarrassedly. "No, no! I can tell that you are sincere." 

Goo Shengli turned around and saw Qin Yu standing there stunned and hastily said, "Qin Yu, what are 

you waiting for? If you don't agree with his confession, then say something! Brother Liang has been 

kneeling there for a long time, okay." 

Qin Yu finally reacted and looked down at Liang Jiahao, who was kneeling in front of her. Tears welled 

up in her eyes. 

She had personally agreed to be Liang Jiahao's girlfriend, but that was in private! And now he was 

confessing it to her in front of the camera and in the show. 

Moreover, their scandal had yet to subside and Liang Jiahao actually proposed to her publicly. Such 

courage and bravery were not something that ordinary people can have. 

Qin Yu sniffled, raised her hand to cover her lips, and sobbed. 𝑛𝐎𝒱𝚎𝗅𝚞𝐒𝐁.𝗰𝐎𝐌 



Fang Guanting and the other staff members were anxious. They rushed to help Liang Jiahao, cheering for 

him. "Say yes! Say yes! Say yes!" 

At this moment, Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang also finished their obstacle race and ran with roses. 

Behind them, Shi Jingguo's voice could be heard. "Qin Yu, the reason why President Liang accepted our 

invitation to this show is because of you." 

No sooner had his voice dropped, the cheers grew louder. "Say yes! Say yes! Say yes!" 

Chapter 586 We Don't Want To Choose You Either 

"Qin Yu, say yes to him. Such a good man, if you miss him, it will be very difficult to meet him again!" 

Qin Yu wiped her tears, smiled, and reached out to take the rose from Liang Jiahao's hand. "Liang Jiahao, 

I promise you! I promise to be your girlfriend." 

The expressions of Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan, who were standing on the sidelines, changed brilliantly. 

A burst of red, a burst of white, and a burst of green. At this point, all their skins had darkened, as if 

everyone present hadn't yet returned the five million they owed them. 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan didn't understand, wasn't Qin Yu Han Yuanjun's niece? 

Liang Jiahao was Liang Zixuan's brother. 

Where did these two people get the courage to be together? 

And that too in public! 

Who were they trying to piss off? 

Qin Yu was simply standing in a pit of shit. Since she already had Han Yuanjun as her backer, why 

couldn't she let Liang Jiahao off and give them a chance? 

Even with the camera focused on them, Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan could no longer maintain a pleasant 

expression. 

Qin Yu suddenly threw herself into Liang Jiahao's arms in front of everyone. Liang Jiahao held her tightly 

as if he was holding a priceless treasure. 

Seeing this, Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan's expressions became even more unsightly. 

Shi Jingguo's voice rang out at the right time. "Next, for the second place, Goo Shengli, please choose 

your partner." 

Goo Shengli looked at Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan with disdain. Fortunately, he was the second to arrive. If 

Fang Guanting had been taken away, he probably would have quit this show. 

As long as Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan had some thoughts, they would pounce on him. Goo Shengli was 

really afraid that these two women would do something against him and forcibly incite rumors about 

them. By then, he would be unlucky. 



Holding the rose and imitating Liang Jiahao's gesture, Goo Shengli knelt flirtatiously in front of Fang 

Guanting. He raised his head and pretended to be in love, saying, "Sister Fang, we can be considered old 

acquaintances. Please accept my heart as I will only give it to you." 

Fang Guanting grew embarrassed. They were all artists of the same company and usually met in person. 

Goo Shengli was originally a flirt, so after being proposed to in such a way by him, Fang Guanting didn't 

know how to react. 

Qin Yu smiled as she leaned against Liang Jiahao's chest. She waved at Fang Guanting. "Sister Fang, 

quickly agreed with him. Look how wronged the child is!" 

Fang Guanting smiled and openly took the rose from Goo Shengli. 

Goo Shengli immediately stood up and opened his arms to Fang Guanting, saying narcissistically, "Sister 

Fang, my embrace is yours from now on!" 

Fang Guanting threw the rose at his chest, laughing as she said, "Die! Since you're so familiar with this 

kind of coquetry, I won't do that to you." 

"Don't! Sister Fang, don't be like that." Goo Shengli ran after her relentlessly. "Sister Fang, please give 

me a face. Hug me! Since I have taken the initiative to ask for it, if you reject, I will not have a face at 

all!" 

Fang Guanting had already used this kind of intimacy. They were all actors, so it's normal for them to 

cuddle, hug, and so on. Therefore, Fang Guanting was no longer shy and hugged Goo Shengli. 

Goo Shengli simply put his hands around Fang Guanting's shoulders and patted her back slowly. His 

chest was still quite far away from hers and could be seen at a glance. He didn't hug her. 

After they hugged, Goo Shengli turned around and arrogantly raised his eyebrow at Qin Yu. "Qin Yu, did 

you see that? Without you, this brother can still find his partner." 

"You're right." Qin Yu nodded. Then, she tiptoed and kissed Liang Jiahao on the lips. She turned around 

and said provocatively to Goo Shengli, "You should also try to find a girlfriend." 

Goo Shengli: "...." 

Was she trying to provoke him and angered him to death? 

Goo Shengli pulled Fang Guanting into his arms and looked at her lovingly. "Sister Fang, the others have 

already provoked us. Let's cooperate to prove them wrong!" 

"You're so annoying!" Fang Guanting pushed Goo Shengli's face away and ran out of his arms, smiling. 

"Goo Shengli, I don't want to die yet! If you kiss me, I'll be beaten to death by your fans, okay?" 

Goo Shengli threw his hands up in grievance. "I can't help it, I'm helpless too. My charms seem to be 

endless." 

"Hahaha ..." 



Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang laughed so hard that tears almost came out of their eyes. They were not 

under the Han Group, so they only knew Goo Shengli based on this show and would never have thought 

that the rumor about him was true. 

If he's joking, he can really make other people laugh to death! 

Before Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang could finish laughing, Shi Jingguo's voice was heard again. "Zeng 

Zhenkang arrived before Ma Zhihao, so now it's up to Zeng Zhenkang to choose first. The remaining 

female guests will automatically form a team with Ma Zhihao." 

Suddenly, the two of them can't laugh anymore. 𝒩𝐎𝓋𝔢𝒍𝗎𝑠𝓫.𝓬𝗈𝚖 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan weren't easy to deal with. And just because they had flattered Liang Jiahao 

earlier, Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang didn't want to choose them either! 

Zeng Zhenkang raised his hand and touched his nose in embarrassment. He looked back at Shi Jingguo 

and asked, "Director Shi, can I not choose?" 

Shi Jingguo asked in confusion, "Why?" 

Zeng Zhenkang didn't like the appearance of Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan in the show, so he could only laugh 

out loud. "I - I'm not familiar with any of them, so I don't know who to choose." 

Ma Zhihao immediately nodded. "Yes, yes! If I were you, I wouldn't know who to choose either. How 

about this... " 

He raised his hand and put his arm on Zeng Zhenkang's shoulder. "Zhenkang and I'll team up together. 

Let Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan also form a team, then we'll still have four teams." 

When Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan heard this, their faces immediately fell. 

What did they mean by that? 

Would Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang rather have a men's team than team up with them? 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang also said this in front of the camera, saying in front of the whole country. 

Obviously, Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang underestimated them! 

Zhuan Bi immediately became angry. She crossed her arms and looked at Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang 

with contempt, saying in disgust, "Sure! You two form a team, I'll form a team with Liao Nuan. Since you 

don't want to choose us, we also don't want to choose you!" 

Liao Nuan followed. "That's right, who do you want to look down on? You don't want to choose us, but 

we don't want to choose you either!" 

Their words directly embarrassed Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang. 

Zeng Zhenkang clearly said that it was difficult for him to choose because he didn't know Zhuan Bi and 

Liao Nuan, but when it was Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan's turn, they continued to belittle and look down on 

them. 



For a moment, Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang fell silent with sullen faces. The situation had reached a 

dead end and they were behaving very unpleasantly. 

Shi Jingguo did not expect such a situation to arise, so he immediately tried to smooth things over. 

"Everyone, please don't joke with me. Our show is a proper show where both genders match. We need 

to form two groups with both men and women." 

Zeng Zhenkang was a gentleman, so he didn't pay much attention to Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan's words. He 

slowed down his tone and said, "But if I can't choose, what should I do?" 

Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan immediately rolled their eyes. 

Zeng Zhenkang clearly didn't want to choose either of them. What a shitty excuse he came up with! 

Shi Jingguo thought about it and said, "How about this, Zeng Zhenkang, you draw lots and team up with 

whoever you pick." 

Zhuan Bi was immediately displeased when she heard that. "Why should we draw lots? Even if we draw 

the lot, it should be us who draw the lot, right? Why should it be him?!" 

It made Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan feel like they were selling vegetables in a market. Zeng Zhenkang simply 

took one and treated the others like nothing! 

Shi Jingguo was clearly unhappy by this point. He had been standing here, watching, all this time. How 

could he not know why Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang were unwilling to choose Zhuan Bi and Liao 

Nuan? 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang really didn't want to choose either of the two rotten oranges! 

"The male guests got the right to choose after completing a difficult obstacle race. Zhuan Bi, if you aren't 

convinced, you can also participate in the obstacle race. As long as you've done it, I'll give you the right 

to choose!" 

Chapter 587 To Grow Love Flowers Together 

Zhuan Bi immediately fell silent. The obstacles were very difficult to overcome, so how could she 

possibly pass through them? 𝒩𝐎𝓋𝔢𝒍𝗎𝑠𝓫.𝓬𝗈𝚖 

The staff quickly wrote Zhuan Bi and Liao Nuan's names on a piece of paper so that Zeng Zhenkang could 

choose one of them. 

These two women's attitudes were almost identical, so it didn't matter to Zeng Zhenkang who he'd 

choose. He took one casually and opened it to see that it was Zhuan Bi's name. 

He smiled helplessly. "Zhuan Bi, there's no other way. Even if we don't get along, we can only feel sorry 

for each other." 

Zhuan Bi snorted contemptuously. "Aren't I the one who should feel wronged? Why do you feel 

wronged! Tch..." 

When the staff saw them acting like this, he asked Shi Jingguo anxiously. "Director Shi, did we really 

make a good decision? They can't see eye to eye at all!" 



Shi Jingguo smiled indifferently. "It's all right. If everyone in this show pretends to love each other, then 

the show will be boring. If two couples look like they love each other and the other looks like they want 

to kill each other, it will create a huge contrast. Otherwise, if everyone is so nice, we might as well just 

watch an idol show!" 

The staff nodded in agreement. "You are right!" 

Shi Jingguo picked up the megaphone and said loudly, "The next round is to grow love flowers together. 

There are four different colored boxes across from you. In each box, there is a flower, nutritious soil, and 

a flowerpot. The male guests on the team will run over and compete for these boxes. A friendly note: 

The flower in each box is different. Therefore, the price will also be different. After you return with the 

box, the male and female guests in each team will work together to plant the flower and auction it to 

our staff." 

Shi Jingguo smiled before continuing, "Of course, the way you plant the flower and the value of the 

flower itself will naturally determine the price the staff will bid, and the money you bid will determine 

what you eat tonight." 

Goo Shengli nodded. "So, this stage is entirely based on luck, isn't it?" 

Shi Jingguo shook his head. "No, you still have to rely on the cooperation of both sides. If you cooperate 

well, the flower you plant will naturally look good. Then we're also willing to pay a high price for it." 

Qin Yu listened while looking at the four boxes in front of her. 

Liang Jiahao asked her in a low voice. "Which color do you like?" 

Qin Yu touched her chin and said seriously, "It's nothing to do with the color. I'll look at the contents 

from my own perspective to determine which flower is the most expensive." 

Liang Jiahao chuckled. "It's okay, just pick the color you like. I'll get it for you later. It doesn't matter if it's 

expensive or not. What matters is how we sell it to the staff." 

Qin Yu thought that made sense. She happily pointed at the pink box and said, "I love pink. Can you get 

it for me?" 

Liang Jiahao raised an eyebrow and saluted Qin Yu with a standard military salute. "As you 

commanded!" 

Qin Yu laughed at his teasing, while Goo Shengli also imitated Liang Jiahao and asked Fang Guanting, 

"Sister Fang, which color do you like? I'll snatch it for you!" 

When Fang Guanting heard Qin Yu's words, she smiled and said to Goo Shengli, "Don't compete with 

them. You definitely can't beat Brother Liang. I'll choose the red one." 

Goo Shengli was unconvinced. "Who says I can't beat him? Just because I can't do it in the obstacle 

course, it doesn't make sense that I lose to him in this round!" 

Fang Guanting punched Goo Shengli on the shoulder. "Stop showing off! Just now, you lost so much 

face. I want a red one. Go!" 



Zhuan Bi looked at the couple who was being so friendly and felt that she couldn't lose. Zeng Zhenkang 

didn't ask her, but she just said, "Zeng Zhenkang, I like pink ones. Bring the box here for me, do you hear 

me?" 

Zeng Zhenkang's face suddenly looked like he'd eaten feces. He glanced at Liang Jiahao's white shirt and 

pants. Even when Liang Jiahao was wearing formal attire, he still looked relaxed while staring at the pink 

box. 

Zeng Zhenkang said unhappily, "Sister Fang didn't let Goo Shengli fight with Brother Liang, but you asked 

me to?" 

Just from Liang Jiahao's speed on the obstacle course, anyone with good eyesight can tell that even on 

flat ground, no one can beat him! 

Zeng Zhenkang felt that Zhuan Bi wasn't looking for trouble with Qin Yu, but was looking for trouble with 

him! 

It was the kind that made things extremely difficult! 

Zhuan Bi frowned and snorted insultingly. "You yourself are incapable, and yet, you blame me for not 

feeling sorry for you?" 

Zeng Zhenkang: "..." 

There must be something wrong with this girl's head! 

Just because he didn't have the ability, she didn't have to feel sorry for him? 

This kind of logic was like God's logic. Only Zhuan Bi was able to come up with this kind of logic. Thank 

God, it was only in this show. If this happened in his real life, how hard would it be for him to serve her? 

Which man dared to accept such a woman? 

Coincidentally, at this moment, Liang Jiahao cast a glance toward Zeng Zhenkang. 

Zeng Zhenkang quickly waved his hands and pointed at the pink box. "Brother Liang, please don't worry! 

I won't fight with you for that." 

Zhuan Bi scoffed. "Tch! If you can't win, just say you can't win. If you want to find a way out for yourself, 

just say so. Even if you don't fight, you're still a man!" 

Even though Zhuan Bi's voice wasn't loud, her words could be heard by all the guests. Qin Yu looked at 

Zeng Zhenkang with a pained expression. When Zeng Zhenkang met her eyes, he pouted. 

Shi Jingguo said while holding a megaphone, "Is everyone ready?" 

The male guests simultaneously said, "Ready!" 

"All right!" Shi Jingguo shouted, "Begin!" 

As soon as Shi Jingguo finished his sentence, everyone saw Liang Jiahao rushing forward like a sharp 

arrow. The distance of 50 meters was covered in an instant, leaving the other three male guests far 

behind. 



Goo Shengli tried his best to catch up. He wanted to run toward the pink box, but Liang Jiahao was too 

fast. Halfway there, he made a U-turn and went to snatch the red box. 

When Liang Jiahao turned around with the pink box in his arms, he saw that Goo Shengli made a U-turn 

halfway. He stood there thinking for a moment. Then, he suddenly ran toward the red box. 

Startled, Goo Shengli shouted as he ran. "Brother Liang, that's not nice of you! It's fine as long as you 

take your own, but why are you still targeting me!" 

The corner of Liang Jiahao's mouth twitched. He ran to the red box and opened the lid. After taking a 

look at the contents, he pushed the lid down and ran to the other two boxes. 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang were also scared to death. Liang Jiahao's speed was way too fast. 

The moment they arrived, Liang Jiahao had already opened the blue and yellow box. After taking a look 

at the contents, he leisurely walked back with the pink box in his arms. 

Seeing him walk over, Qin Yu asked curiously, "Did you see what kind of flowers are inside those boxes?" 

Liang Jiahao nodded. "I've seen it. They're ordinary flowers, the kind that can be found anywhere." 

Qin Yu blinked. "But you didn't even look at the contents of the pink box. How do you know that this 

one is much better than the ones in the three boxes?" 

Hearing Qin Yu's words, Liang Jiahao put down the pink box and took out the items one by one. "Idiot, 

didn't Director Shi say earlier that the prices of the flowers in the four boxes are different? The market 

prices for the flowers in the three boxes were only about 10 yuan each." 

When Goo Shengli, Ma Zhihao, and Zeng Zhenkang heard this, they all walked over to Liang Jiahao and 

Qin Yu curiously. 

"Brother Liang, since you looked through our boxes, I'd like to see what good stuff you've too!" Goo 

Shengli said unhappily. 

Zeng Zhenkang nodded. "I don't believe that our luck is worse than yours! I think the flower you have in 

the box, at most costs only fifty cents!" 

Ma Zhihao shook his head. "Nah, I bet it's only a dime!" 

Qin Yu gloomily rebuked them. "Why are all of you so mean?! Hmph, Xiao Liang, take out our rare 

breed!" 

The moment she finished, Liang Jiahao took the flower out of the box. 

Goo Shengli laughed out loud when he saw it. "Hahaha...Hahaha ... Hahaha ... This is indeed a rare 

breed!" 

Chapter 588 Pachyphytum Compactum 

Everyone heard the sound and looked at Liang Jiahao's hand. Immediately they saw a strange pinkish-

orange flower and laughed out loud. 



Goo Shengli was laughing so hard that tears came out of his eyes. He didn't forget to tease Qin Yu. "This 

is a rare breed you're talking about? Hahahaha. It looks weird!" 

Qin Yu took the flower and hit Goo Shengli in frustration. Then she looked at Liang Jiahao. "This 

flower....will it be worthless?" 

"No way!" Liang Jiahao raised his hand and naturally ruffled Qin Yu's hair as if comforting her or coaxing 

her. "The official name of this flower is Pachyphytum Compactum or also known as Little Jewel. The 

market price is at least one thousand yuan!" 

The moment he said that, Goo Shengli and the others couldn't laugh anymore! 

Their own flowers were indeed very common. You can find them everywhere in the market, but the 

ones in Qin Yu's hands... 

Goo Shengli was still not convinced. He turned around and asked Shi Jingguo, "Director Shi, is what 

Brother Liang said true?" 

Shi Jingguo smiled. "It looks like President Liang is an expert in this field! This flower came from the 

Assistant Director's grandparents' house and was brought here to support our program." 

"This is unfair!" Goo Shengli angrily tried to snatch the flower from Qin Yu's hands. Qin Yu jumped in 

shock and quickly dodged to the side. 

Goo Shengli was an expert at stealing. Just by stretching his hands forward, his fingers had already 

touched the flower in Qin Yu's hands. 

Just as Goo Shengli was about to snatch it from Qin Yu with a mischievous smile, Liang Jiahao suddenly 

took the flower. Then, he looked at Goo Shengli with a pair of dark eyes. 

The smile on Goo Shengli's face froze. Under Liang Jiahao's forceful gaze, he quickly withdrew his hand 

and in the end, even went as far as to stubbornly find a way out for him. 

"Humph! What's so great about that? Sister Fang, let's go and play with our flower. It'll definitely sell 

better than theirs!" 

The other two groups also returned to their spots, taking out the items from the boxes one by one. 

Qin Yu had never personally planted a flower before. Now that she saw this beautiful flower, she was 

very excited. She set up the small flower pot, wiped it clean with a damp towel, and then began to pour 

the nutritious soil into the pot. 

"That's not right." Liang Jiahao took something that looked like sawdust from the side and opened the 

package. "Put this on top to stabilize the moisture of the soil." 

Qin Yu listened to Liang Jiahao's words. She took the sawdust and poured it into the pot according to his 

instructions. Then, she spread it out evenly. 

Liang Jiahao patiently taught Qin Yu like a teacher. Qin Yu also listened attentively, and in no time, they 

finished. 



Fang Guanting and Goo Shengli did their work cooperatively. They did not exhaust themselves with hard 

work, and their pace was quite fast. After Qin Yu and Liang Jiahao finished, they also finished. 

Liao Nuan and Ma Zhihao did not interact the whole time. Both of them were doing their own things. 

Although their speed was not very fast, at least one of them did the task well. Only the end result did 

not look good. 

On the other side, Zhuan Bi and Zeng Zhenkang were like enemies. Zeng Zhenkang had learned 

something when he saw Liang Jiahao teaching Qin Yu and wanted to use it. However, Zhuan Bi had a 

different idea and didn't follow Zeng Zhenkang's instructions. 

Zeng Zhenkang was infuriated. The two were arguing while they were planting. The staff looked at them 

and even thought that they were going to fight! 

In the end, the four groups of guests were finished. 

Next, came the part of the auction. 

Shi Jingguo called out. "Zeng Zhenkang, please take out your flower and bid first." 

Zeng Zhenkang secretly exchanged a resentful look with Ma Zhihao. Then, he closed his eyes as if he 

couldn't see anyone and took out his flower pot from behind. 

While Zeng Zhenkang and Zhuan Bi were planting the flower, the two of them were fighting over it 

because they didn't have a good opinion of each other. The flower practically fell out of the roots, and 

when Zeng Zhenkang took it out, only bare branches remained in the pot. 

The bidding staff: "..." 

Shi Jingguo waited for a long time but didn't see a single staff member bid. He urged, "Why don't you 

guys give a price?" 

The four staff looked at Shi Jingguo with hidden bitterness. 

Shi Jingguo was also extremely depressed. Let alone the four staff members, even he didn't want it. 

It was the kind of gift he didn't want. 

Shi Jingguo shook his head and gave a look to one of the staff members. She pouted and said hesitantly, 

"All right, I'll bid five!" 

As soon as she finished speaking, the other three immediately applauded. 

"Congratulations, the pot is now yours!" 

Zeng Zhenkang: "...." 

Zhuan Bi: "..." 

After that, it's Liao Nuan and Ma Zhihao's turn. Their flower pot was a little better, and they didn't lose 

many flowers. However, they weren't professional, and the final result didn't look very nice. In the end, 

a staff member took pity and offered 10 yuan. 



When it was Goo Shengli and Fang Guanting's turn, Goo Shengli took out his pot with pride, pointed to 

his flower, and said, "Our flower was planted with care by Sister Fang and me, and we love it very much. 

Little sisters, please give us a high price so that we can add another dish tonight!" 

The four bidders immediately smiled. 

There was no other way. After all, Goo Shengli was a handsome man and his mouth was sweet! 

His potted flower was auctioned for 80 yuan. 

Goo Shengli was overjoyed. He walked over to Qin Yu and proudly waved the money at her. "Did you 

see that? Eighty yuan!" 

Qin Yu pouted at him and held out her hand to Liang Jiahao. 

Liang Jiahao chuckled and placed the flower pot on her palm. 

Qin Yu took the pot of Pachyphytum Compactum and smilingly said to the staff members. "Don't miss 

the chance to buy my flower pot. Look at it, it is well-proportioned, beautiful and a sight to see before 

going to bed. I promise you all will be happy when you buy it. There is only one pot in this world that I, 

Qin Yu, personally planted!" 

All four staff members stood up and surrounded Qin Yu, sizing up the Pachyphytum Compactum flower 

in her hands. The more they looked at it, the more they liked it. 

"I bid 100!" 

"I bid 150!" 

"200!" 𝚗𝓞𝑣𝐄𝓵𝗎𝑆𝔟.𝓬𝔬𝑚 

"300!" 

"400!" 

Shi Jingguo, who was standing at the side, began to cough. Seeing this, the staff all revealed a depressed 

expression. 

Shi Jingguo: "The budget for our program is limited. The maximum is 500 yuan. Beyond that, you all 

have to pay for it yourselves!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, a little sister immediately said, "I'll bid 500!" 

The other three sighed to the heavens and wrung their hands in pity. "Aiya, how can your mouth be so 

fast? I was just about to say that!" 

That little sister laughed smugly and snatched the pot from Qin Yu's hands. "It's mine now, haha! Qin Yu 

planted it herself!" 

Qin Yu held the money and waved it at Liang Jiahao and Goo Shengli. "Five hundred! We can have a 

feast tonight." 



Goo Shengli looked at Qin Yu enviously and whispered to Fang Guanting. "Sister Fang, we only have 80 

yuan. We should be able to eat a plate of meat tonight, right?" 

Fang Guanting nodded. "It's possible." 

The remaining four people beside Goo Shengli: "...." 

Five and ten, what could they eat with that amount of money? 

Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang looked at the five yuan and ten yuan in their hands and sighed with their 

heads lowered. They were so depressed. 

Finally, Qin Yu and Liang Jiahao went back to the small farmhouse arranged by the program team. 

On the way there, Goo Shengli received a call from Liang Zixuan. She said something to him before 

hanging up. 

Goo Shengli and Fang Guanting also returned to the farmhouse to cook with Liang Jiahao and the 

others. 

Since Goo Shengli didn't know how to cook, he could only be an assistant like Qin Yu. 

While he was washing vegetables, he pretended to chat with Qin Yu. "Hey, Qin Yu, the news about you 

and Brother Liang, saying that you stole your best friend's boyfriend ..." 

When he said that, he deliberately looked at Liang Jiahao and pouted. "How dare he come at this time 

and do this show with you?" 

Qin Yu looked at Liang Jiahao and said, "I don't know what he was thinking, but what was in the news 

isn't true. I didn't do that." 

"I definitely believe in you!" Goo Shengli said affirmatively. "You never tell lies. If you do it, you do it. If 

you don't do it, then you don't do it! But ..." 

Goo Shengli coughed and purposely raised his voice. "What is the relationship between Xia Jingfei and 

that certain someone? This kind of thing can't be fabricated out of thin air! I mean, you were all present 

at that time!" 

Chapter 589 Don't Know If This Can Be Called Chaos Or Not 

Liang Jiahao stopped chopping the vegetables and turned to Goo Shengli. He said in a serious tone. 

"There's nothing between Xia Jingfei and me, we can't even be considered friends either. Because of my 

age, I was forced by my grandparents to go on a blind date." 

"Blind date?" Fang Guanting's interest was also piqued. She immediately joined the conversation. 

"En!" Liang Jiahao nodded. "At that time, Xia Jingfei told me that she was angry at her parents for 

forcing her to go on a blind date and wanted me to cooperate with her. I immediately refused her 

request, but then she cried in front of me. She said sadly that I didn't have to do anything, just 

pretended in front of her parents that we were together." 



Liang Jiahao shook his head gloomily. "I don't know what she told her parents, but the last time I met 

her, I explained to her that I didn't want to lie to my grandparents in exchange for my freedom. 

Coincidentally, it was the same day I first met Qin Yu, and that day is the day I saved her. " 

"Oh, I know about the incident, and it's becoming uncontrollable online!" Fang Guanting nodded 

furiously. 

"Yes." Liang Jiahao looked at Qin Yu and smiled gently. "That's when I fell in love with Qin Yu. Since then, 

I've been chasing her. But Xia Jingfei's mother misunderstood Xia Jingfei's words, and eventually, she 

couldn't help but run away from home. I had nothing to do with this and because of this matter, Qin Yu 

also never agreed to be my girlfriend." 

"Haha ..." Goo Shengli laughed cynically. "Brother Liang, you were deceived by someone just like that, 

don't you feel wronged?" 

"I feel wronged!" Liang Jiahao nodded. "Because of this little misunderstanding, Qin Yu won't agree to 

be my girlfriend. If she doesn't accept me just now, I'll be alone for the rest of my life!" 

Fang Guanting looked at Qin Yu enviously and sighed with a smile. "You don't have to be so serious all 

your life, do you? Even though I haven't been with you for a long time today, I can tell that you really like 

him." 

At this point, Zhuan Bi and the others came back and they happened to hear a conversation in front of 

them. 𝓷𝑜𝓋𝚎𝐋𝑈𝔰𝒷.𝒸𝒐𝚖 

Zhuan Bi's lips curved into a cold smile, she pretending not to know anything as she walked. She 

squatted down and said as if she knew nothing. "Qin Yu, your relationship with Liang Zixuan is pretty 

good. Why didn't she come to the show?" 

Qin Yu really didn't want to pay attention to Zhuan Bi, but even though they didn't have a good 

relationship, she had no choice but to politely reply in front of the camera. "My aunt is already moving 

behind the scenes. She's taking care of her entertainment company and helping my uncle." 

"What?" Zhuan Bi exclaimed in surprise. "You call Liang Zixuan aunt? Are you a generation younger than 

her?" 

Qin Yu didn't think much about it. She didn't think that Zhuan Bi would dig a hole for her. She nodded. 

"Yes, Han Yuanjun is my uncle, so of course, she's my aunt." 

Zhuan Bi looked meaningfully at Liang Jiahao's face, then at Qin Yu's. Her mocking expression almost 

overflowed out of the screen. "Brother Liang is Liang Zixuan's elder brother, right?" 

Just as Qin Yu was about to answer, Goo Shengli pulled her arm from behind. Qin Yu suddenly realized 

that Zhuan Bi was trying to embarrass her! 

Qin Yu frowned as she played with the onion in her hand. She ignored Zhuan Bi, but Zhuan Bi started to 

act on her own. "Aiya, Brother Liang is indeed Liang Zixuan's elder brother, and you're also related to 

Liang Zixuan. So ..." 



Zhuan Bi didn't notice that Liang Jiahao's expression had turned dark. She was still engrossed in her own 

drama as she smiled and said, "Even though you all behaved like this, I still don't know if this can be 

called chaos or not?" 

With a "bang" sound, the kitchen knife was hacked onto the cutting board. Liang Jiahao did not even 

look at Zhuan Bi as he calmly said, "What does this have to do with you?" 

Zhuan Bi's face turned pale. Only now did she notice that the eyes of the other guests were all looking at 

her in a different color. Some were irritated, disgusted, and even offended, causing her heart to sink as 

she frowned in complaint. "Why do you all look at me like that?" 

Everyone just looked at her without saying anything. 

The atmosphere was so oppressive that it caused Zhuan Bi to panic in her heart. It was as if they would 

attack and beat her in the next second. 

She blinked, and in the next second, tears began to fall from her eyes. She pouted and stood up, looking 

at them with an aggrieved look. "What's the matter? Did I say something wrong?" 

Goo Shengli spat on the ground. "Pah! What do their affairs have anything to do with you? With your 

ingenuity and big mouth, you dare to spout nonsense!" 

Even Fang Guanting, who always had a good temper, couldn't hold it back anymore. "Yeah, they are 

both fine. Are you jealous or something? Why did you talk about this in front of the camera? What are 

your intentions?" 

The cameraman saw that the situation was getting intense. He had a feeling they were about to have a 

fight, so he quickly whispered to the Assistant Director, " Director, are we still going to record this?" 

The Assistant Director was the assistant director who had embarrassed Zhuan Bi in the dressing room. 

She smiled mockingly. "Zhuan Bi wanted to cause her own demise. She was not afraid to lose face in 

front of the whole country, so who are we to stop her?" 

At this moment, being scolded like this by Goo Shengli and Fang Guanting, Zhuan Bi felt increasingly 

wronged. Tears streamed down her face and she began to cry loudly. "What are you doing? Didn't I just 

come to chat with Qin Yu? Qin Yu didn't say anything to me, and yet you want to fight for her justice? 

What does this have to do with you!" 

Zhuan Bi had expected Qin Yu to maintain her goddess-like demeanor in front of the camera, which was 

why she said such arrogant words. 

As expected, the moment she said that, it made Goo Shengli and Fang Guanting speechless. 

Qin Yu was still squatting on the ground, but her eyes darkened. She threw the green onion in her hand 

on the ground and suddenly stood up, looking at Zhuan Bi, and sneered. "Zhuan Bi, I'm not close to you, 

so stop saying my name with your filthy mouth! You made me look like a fool, and I was tricked by you, 

yet I didn't even dare to retaliate. And now you act like you've been wronged?" 

Zhuan Bi was shocked. She didn't expect Qin Yu to not care about her goddess image. 



She staggered back two steps as if she'd suffered a serious injury. She couldn't hold back her tears and 

whispered in surprise. "Q-Qin Yu.... how can you say that about me?" 

"Then what should I say about you?" Qin Yu's eyes were as cold as an ice dagger. She stared coldly at 

Zhuan Bi and didn't give her any face as she said, "Don't tell me you want me to say that you're a good 

person and have a good character? Heh! Have you forgotten how you put the celebrity's air in the 

dressing room just now and how you want to fight with me for my makeup artist?" 

Qin Yu sneered. "Zhuan Bi, do you think I didn't know what you have done behind my back? I have a 

good role in a movie, so you have to fight me for it. I have a good endorsement, so you have to fight me 

for it too, and even my makeup artist! You think she's good, so you have to fight me for it!" 

Chapter 590 I Never Snatched Anything From You! 

Zhuan Bi was so frightened by Qin Yu's words that her legs trembled and she almost fell to the ground. 

No matter how bad their relationship was in private, it went unnoticed by anyone. It went unnoticed by 

the audience! 

Besides, no matter how bad the relationship was between other celebrities, they had to take into 

account their own image in front of the camera. Even if they didn't get along, they had to pretend to be 

nice to each other. 

Was Qin Yu insane? 

The corner of Qin Yu's mouth curved upward into a mocking smile. She took a step closer to Zhuan Bi 

and leaned forward slightly. Her very aggressive stance scared Zhuan Bi so much that her neck inevitably 

tilted back. 

Qin Yu looked at her panicked face and laughed. "What, it's not enough to rob me of this stuff, now you 

want to rob my man too?" 

"I - I - I didn't!" Zhuan Bi looked guiltily at Liang Jiahao and cried again. "Qin Yu, how can you say such a 

thing about me? I didn't, I've never fought you for anything before!" 

"No?" Qin Yu raised her eyebrow and asked mockingly, "Then you want me to say it out loud, one by 

one?" 

Zhuan Bi's heart was beating fast. She also didn't know what was going on with Qin Yu today. Did Qin Yu 

really want to have to fall out with her in front of the camera? 

Zhuan Bi looked at Fang Guanting as if she was begging for help. She knew that Fang Guanting wasn't 

only kind, but also a peacemaker. Usually, whenever Fang Guanting saw a fight or quarrel, she'd usually 

stand up and help break up the fight. 

However, as soon as Zhuan Bi's gaze met Fang Guanting's, Fang Guanting looked away. She had no 

intention of stopping Qin Yu. 

Zhuan Bi looked at Liao Nuan, who was in the same company as her and had a good relationship with 

her. She thought that Liao Nuan would help her, but instead of helping her, Liao Nuan just stood there 

and watched the drama with interest. 



Zhuan Bi was so depressed that she bit her lip and refused to admit it even though she was beaten to 

death. "I didn't! I never snatched anything from you!" 

"Hah!" Qin Yu smiled thinly, stood up straight, and said very dominantly, "Of course you never snatched 

anything from me. That's because you never managed to snatch it from me!" 

She patted Zhuan Bi on the shoulder and laughed proudly. "The thing you want is not something a 

random stray cat or dog can dream of." 

"Hahaha..." Goo Shengli flew towards Qin Yu. "Qin Yu, why is your mouth so cruel?" 

After he finished speaking, he looked toward the camera that was recording and hastily said, "Qin Yu, 

calm down, the camera is still recording. Watch your image!" 

Qin Yu walked toward Liang Jiahao. As she stood in front of him, she suddenly hugged his waist like a girl 

in love. "I'm not afraid! Goddess image or not, my man still likes me." 

Liang Jiahao laughed softly and said, "I like you more this way." 

"En!" Qin Yu stood on tiptoe and kissed his chin. "I'll listen to you, I'll be myself!" 

Zhuan Bi stood in the back, looking so angry that she almost died of anger. 

Qin Yu's words earlier made it clear that Zhuan Bi could not win against her! 

In the past, when a merchant wanted to hire Qin Yu as the face of his company's product, Mo Shan had 

demanded a high price. She had always asked for a seven or eight-figure sum at most. The merchant 

was hesitant and could not make up his mind at the moment. 

When Zhuan Bi heard about this, she instructed her manager to go and talk to the merchant. The price 

was only half of what Mo Shan had asked for, but even so, the merchant did not choose her. 

In the end, in order to win Qin Yu's endorsement, Zhuan Bi had even said that he would not have to pay 

the endorsement fee to her. Never would she have expected that after she had sacrificed to such an 

extent, the merchant still did not want her! 

And in the end, the merchant still signed the contract with Qin Yu at a high price! 

How could Zhuan Bi not be angry at that! 

How could she not be angry when Qin Yu had dared to humiliate her in public right now? 

"Qin Yu..." Zhuan Bi wiped the tears from her face and sobbed. "I think you misunderstood me." 

Qin Yu did not look at her at all. She came out of Liang Jiahao's arms and continued peeling the onion 

with Goo Shengli, ignoring Zhuan Bi's existence. 

Zhuan Bi walked over and stood next to Qin Yu, looking down at her. "Hey, I'm talking to you!" 

Qin Yu ignored her. Seeing that Goo Shengli had peeled half a bowl of garlic and she had peeled a 

handful of onions, Qin Yu put the peeled onions into the garlic bowl and brought the bowl to Liang 

Jiahao. She walked past Zhuan Bi without looking at her. 



"Do you want me to wash this?" Qin Yu asked Liang Jiahao. 

Liang Jiahao was still chopping vegetables. When he saw the bowl in Qin Yu's hands, he nodded. "Wash 

the garlic with water. You have to wash the onion root carefully. It's a little dirty there." 

"Alright!" Qin Yu was like an obedient child, she did everything Liang Jiahao said. 

"Qin Yu!" Seeing that she couldn't stop Qin Yu from ignoring her, Zhuan Bi took two steps forward and 

stood beside Qin Yu, gritting her teeth. "I'm talking to you, what's wrong with your attitude!" 

Her sudden roar startled Ma Zhihao and Zeng Zhenkang, who were eating instant noodles, and the two 

men looked at her with disdain. 

Fang Guanting couldn't take it anymore. She walked over and grabbed Zhuan Bi by the arm, trying to 

pull her aside. "Zhuan Bi, Qin Yu is busy. You can talk to her later when she's fr-" 𝚗𝓞𝑣𝐄𝓵𝗎𝑆𝔟.𝓬𝔬𝑚 

Before Fang Guanting could finish her sentence, Zhuan Bi shook off her hand and scolded her with red 

eyes. "Who do you think you are? Why don't you mind your own business!" 

 


